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Abstract 
Level set method coupled with a Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) is presented to capture the liquid-gas interface of an evaporating 
liquid droplet. An in-house code based on finite volume method is developed for capturing jump boundary conditions using GFM. 
In GFM, the boundary conditions are applied in the form of discontinuity in the solution variable, in the gradient of the variable 
and in the properties of two fluids across the interface. The in-house code is validated for a mathematical and a physical test cases. 
The droplet evaporation occurs due to vapor diffusion and velocity potential equation is used with jump in the velocity across the 
interface. Simulations are also performed for moving evaporating droplet case, where GFM based sharp interface method is 
coupled with flow solver based on diffuse interface level set method. 
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Nomenclature 
ρ density of the fluid 
 evaporative flux
Y vapour mass fraction 
Dm diffusion coefficient 
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Г   interface 
1. Introduction 
For Computational Multi-Fluid Dynamics (CMFD) development, lots of works have been done to capture interface 
accurately; considering boundary conditions across it. In recent years, research is focused on the accurate 
discretization of jump boundary conditions at the reactive interface such as vaporization(as observed in Stefan 
problem).  In a sharp interface based level set method (LSM), a boundary condition capturing approach- using Ghost 
Fluid Method (GFM) - is developed for the variable coefficient Poisson equation in the presence of interfaces. GFM 
- developed by Fedkiw et al1- ensures jump discontinuities across the interface and avoids the fictitious interface 
thickness. Discretization of discontinuous variables is more accurate in GFM and spurious oscillations in the 
solution field are thus much lower as compared to CSF methods. The method is further extended to treat shocks, 
detonations and deflagrations by Fedkiw et.al.2 for inviscid flows and extended for multiphase incompressible flows 
by Kang et. al3. The discontinuity across the flame is treated using this method by Nguyen et. al.4. The method was 
coupled with energy equations by Liu et al. 5 and  Gibou et al.6 
The GFM is used to track reactive interfaces7 in case of phase change problems by Gibou et al.8, Son and Dhir9. 
Recently, Tanguy10 compared the sharp interface method with diffuse interface method for boiling problems. In this 
work, the proposed GFM methodology is discretised using finite volume method (FVM) and demonstrated for 
different test cases with known jump conditions. Finally, the evaporative model based on GFM is coupled with the 
flow solver. We demonstrate the capability of the algorithm by canonical droplet evaporation cases.  
2. Ghost Fluid Method (GFM)  
There are numerous CMFD methods such as level set and volume of fluid method which uses a single fluid 
formulation. In these methods, a single fluid is assumed whose thermo-physical property varies from one to that of 
the other fluid across a diffused interface, where there is a gradual change in fluid properties. Furthermore, Navier-
Stokes equations are solved for the single fluid with a diffused implementation of interfacial boundary condition. 
These methods are called as a diffused interface method. 
On the other hand, ghost fluid method uses a two-fluid formulation and Navier-Stokes equations are solved in both 
the fluid separately, with a sharp implementation of interfacial boundary condition; called as sharp interface method.  
This is demonstrated below for a 1D variable coefficient Poisson equation; encountered in 1D Stefan problem for 
vaporization. The equation and the interfacial BCs are given as 
( ) )(XfU xx =β                    (1) 
 
[ ] )(XaU =Γ ;   [ ] )(XbUn =Γβ                     (2) 
 
where the BCs represents jump in variable – at interface  Г - as a(X) and in normal derivative as b(X). 
 
The equation is discretized by finite volume method, for all the CVs in the domain shown in Fig. 1(a). The figure 
shows the level set function – represented as φ – whose value is positive in one and negative in the other fluid; the 
corresponding sub-domains are represented here as +Ω and −Ω .The figure also shows the sharp interface at φ=0. The 
finite volume discretization for a CV completely filled by a fluid is straightforward and is presented below for a 
partially filled CV. The corresponding grid points are shown by filled circle in the figure; called as interfacial nodes.  
For one such node, a finite volume discretization of the 1D Poisson equation is given as 
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Fig. 1: For a multiphase flow, a representative (a) computational domain and (b) computational stencil for a partially filled control volume. 
 
where the superscript of minus sign represent that the variable is in −Ω domain and subscript “I” represent the 
interfacial value. The interfacial value of the variable is obtained from the discretization of jump in normal gradient 
BC (jump condition is defined as [ ] [ ] [ ]+−Γ •−•=• ), given as 
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where 1/( )i i iθ φ φ φ−= + . UI  is obtained from the above equation as 
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Substituting the above expression for UI in Eq. (3),  we get 
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However, Eq. (5) consists of mixed terms, i.e., Ui+1 and Ui from −Ω and Ui-1 from +Ω domain. Now, discretized form 
of jump in variable BC [ ] )(XaU =Γ  is used; given as 
[ ] 1 1i iU U U a− ++ +Γ = − =  
This equation connect the ghost/artificial with actual value of the variable. Substituting 1 1i iU U a
+ −
+ += − from above 
equation to Eq. (5), we get  
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which is expressed in algebraic form as 
VfFUaUaUa ijumpiWiEiP Δ−++= +−−++ 11                     (8) 
where the coefficients are given as 
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Similarly, the above methodology can be extended for other interfacial control volumes for 2D and 3D cases. Using 
the above methodology an in-house code is developed for GFM in the present work. 
3. Level Set Method 
For a multiphase flow problems with phase change, the interface is advected by the two velocities: phase-change 
and bulk velocity. The ghost fluid based sharp interface method (discussed in the previous section) is used to 
compute the phase change velocity; from the interfacial mass-transfer; using Stefan condition during evaporation. 
Whereas, the bulk flow is obtained by solving Navier-Stokes equation using level set based diffused interface 
method; a dual grid method proposed by Gada and Sharma11. GFM is used to implement the correct 
interfacialboundary conditions while avoiding the traditional numerical smearing in the diffuse LSM. 
The advection of interface is modeled by level set advection equation, given as 
 
                                     (10) 
 
where   is the velocity of advection, i.e., sum of bulk-flow and phase-change velocity. After advection, a repair of 
the LS function is done by solving a reinitialization equation, given as 
 
                         (11) 
 
where is pseudo time step. 
     
 
4. Validation Study 
In this section, code validation is presented for three different problems: first, a mathematical/hypothetical problem; 
second, evaporation of a static liquid droplet; and third, evaporation of moving (falling under gravity) liquid droplet. 
In the first problem, a 2D Poisson equation is solved by the ghost fluid method. A Laplace equation for velocity 
potential equation is solved by GFM and the interface is advected (only by phase change velocity) by LSM in the 
second problem. Whereas, for the third problem, bulk-flow is obtained by diffuse-interface LSM, phase-change 
velocity is obtained by GFM based sharp-interface LSM. 
4.1 Validation for known jump condition across the interface: 
 
The test case is taken from Kang et al.[3], used for validation of FVM based GFM (developed in the present 
work), with jump conditions as interfacial boundary condition. The interface is defined by circle     
with an outward pointing normal    . The exact solution is given as   on the interior of the circle 
and        on the exterior of the circle; with the appropriate Dirichlet boundary conditions. The 
jump conditions are    and    . The in-house code is tested for this problem on domain size of 2×2 at 
various grid sizes shown in Table 1. 
 
Fig.2(a) shows a jump in the variable by a contour plot. Fig. 2(b) shows an excellent agreement betweenthe 
present numerical results and exact solution. Since the finite volume formulation for GFM is proposed here for the 
first time, an error analysis is done and results are presented in Table 1. The table shows that the order of accuracy 
of the proposed method is more than one. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Contour plot of the variable in the 2D domain, showing jump across the interface. (b) Comparison of the present numerical and the 
exact results. 
 
Table 1: Variation of Error norms on various grid sizes. 
 
Grid Size L2 Norm Order Linf Norm Order 
20 x20 0.013  0.012  
40 x 40 0.005 1.6 0.005 1.2 
80 x 80 0.0018 1.8 0.0017 1.94 
160 x 160 0.0005 2.5 0.00063 2.2 
 
4.2 Validation of  Law for static liquid droplet 
 
After the validation of GFM in 2D Cartesian system (discussed above), its coupling with level set advection is 
tested for vaporization of liquid droplet in the ambient condition; in 2D axi-symmetric coordinate. Fig. 2(a) shows a 
water droplet of diameter 50µm in the ambient air.Vapors are generated around the interface - due to concentration 
gradient - which induces vapor flow around the interface; produces Stefan flow. Assuming the vapor flow as 
irrotational and incompressible and liquid as mono-component, the velocity potential in Stefan flow is represented 
by an equation, given as 
 
02 =∇ ψ                     (12) 
 
The diffusion of vapour from interface to the air creates gradient of liquid vapour fraction across the interface which 
produces jump in the diffusion flux, given as 
 
[ ] ΓΓΓ −=⋅∇ lgm YMYMNYD 

ρ          (13) 
where 
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where  is density ratio,   are vapour Reynolds number, Schmidt number and vapour mass 
fraction at the interface at the saturation temperature, respectively. 
Mass conservation is given by the non-dimensional representation of jump in the velocity across the interface as  
 
[ ] ⎟
⎠
⎞⎜
⎝
⎛ −=⋅∇ Γ χ
ψ 11ˆ Mn                   (14) 
 
The velocity can be calculated from the velocity potential as 
ψ∇=V

                     (15) 
Equation (12) is solved with jump condition equation (14) for prescribed mass flux using the above mentioned 
Ghost Fluid Methodology. The boundary conditions at all sides are taken as ψ=0. This velocity is used to regress the 
interface in absence of any bulk flow. The present problem is solved on a domain shown in Fig. 2(a), using the fluid 
properties given in Table 2, on a grid size of 60×120. Fig. 2 (b) shows an excellent agreement of the present results 
with the d2law12, for time-wise decrease in the diameter of concentration difference induced evaporating droplet.  
 
Table 2: Fluid Properties 
 
Properties  Water  Air  
Tboil(K) 373 - 
D (m2/s) 2.6 x10-5 - 
MW(kg/k mol) 19 29 
ρ (kg/m3) 1000 1.29 
 
 
    (a)     (b) 
 
Fig. 2:(a) Vaporization of water droplet in air and (b) temporal variation of non-dimensional drop diameter with time. 
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Fig. 3: Instantaneous contour of water-vapour mass fraction at different time instant: (a) t=0, (b) t=0.2 sec and (c) t=0.4 sec 
4.3 Evaporation of Moving droplet 
In this problem, GFM is used to compute phase-change velocity and diffused interface LSM is used to compute the 
bulk velocity. An in-house code based dual grid LSM – proposed by Gada and Sharma11 - is used for the diffused 
interface LSM. The above equations (12,13,14) for static evaporating droplet are coupled with Navier stokes 
equation for solving the flow field of moving droplet. The equations for solving the momentum equation using the 
diffuse interface method are 
( ) ( )
ρ
μ
ρ
DPVV
t
V 2⋅∇
+
∇−=∇⋅+
∂
∂                 (16) 
0=⋅∇ V

                  (17) 
For the above equations, the flow solver is developed using diffuse interface method, where interface thickness is 
considered as   ( is the grid size). The Heaviside and Dirac delta functions are used to smoothen the 
properties across the interface. TVD Scheme is used for discretization of the  advection terms and central difference 
scheme for diffusion terms. The mass transfer equations are solved with jump condition as given by equations (13) 
and (14) for the prescribed evaporating flux, using the Ghost Fluid method.  
In this test case, diameter of liquid droplet (fluid property given in Table 2) is taken as . The domain size is 
taken as   and  . The grid size is taken as 60x180. Boundary conditions at all boundaries are 
considered as walls. Fig. 3 shows the temporal variation of contour of instantaneous water-vapour mass fraction.  
The droplet interface is advected by the bulk flow velocity as well as phase change velocity due to vaporization 
across the interface. 
Conclusion: 
A finite volume method based discretization of Ghost Fluid Method is presented for the first time. It is demonstrated 
for 1D Poisson equation for jump conditions at the interface.  An in-house code is developed for GFM based sharp 
interface level set method. It is validated for mathematical test problem of known jump condition and 2D Stefan 
problem for evaporation of static droplet at ambient condition. The method is also coupled with the flow solver 
which is based on the diffuse interface LSM and solved for moving (due to gravity) evaporating droplet.  
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